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Penan Benalih Blockade Issue 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION 

Indigenous groups including the Penan, Kayan and Kelabit Communities in the interior 
of Sarawak have periodically set up blockades since the 1980s. This has generated 
national and international concern over the Communities’ rights to ancestral land, 
which has come under increasing threat from logging and plantation activities. 

Among these groups, it is the issue of land rights of the Penan Community that surfaces 
more frequently. The current framework of the Sarawak Land Code makes it virtually 
impossible for this Community to obtain legal recognition of their ‘customary rights’ 
claims over ancestral and contemporary foraging areas. This is because the Community 
has traditionally led a nomadic lifestyle. 

In spite of the provisions of the legislation, the Penan Community maintains that its 
claims to the land are valid. Those living in Long Benalih village, located in the Baram 
District, share this stance. They contend that their native customary rights (NCR) to land 
were violated when the Government issued a logging licence, covering parts of their 
ancestral land, to a private company. Since then, they have tried to defend their land 
through measures ranging from subtle approaches such as dialogues and appeals to 
the Government, to more extreme steps such as erecting a series of blockades on the 
logging track in Long Benalih. They have seen no results to date. 

The State Government has emphasised that the area involved was gazetted as the 
Sela’an Suling Permanent Forest Estate in accordance with provisions of relevant 
laws, including the Sarawak Land Code 1958, as well as administrative procedures. 
This area was leased to Samling Plywood (BARAMAS) Sdn Bhd in 1998. The Company 
subsequently applied for Forest Management Certification status from the 
Malaysian Timber Certification Council (MTCC). 

Representatives of the Government have maintained that the logging track, where the 
Penan Benalih Blockade (‘the Blockade’) has been erected, also facilitates delivery 
of Government-related services and assistance to other Penan and Kelabit villages 
within and near the area. This concern was brought to SUHAKAM’s attention by the 
Resident and District Office, Miri Division. 

Without discounting the Penan claims to NCR land, SUHAKAM responded to the 
concerns by carrying out an investigation via dialogues with the groups involved and 
visits to the site of the Blockade and relevant village. Reference was made to available 
literature on the historical migration and settlement of the Penan Community within the 
disputed area. The investigation provided SUHAKAM with the opportunity to ascertain 
the issues confronted by both the villagers and Government agencies. 

Representatives of Government agencies were also concerned about the possible 
influence of local and international non-governmental organisations (NGOs) on the 
Community’s decision to erect the Blockade. They said they had conducted numerous 
consultations with the Penan Community and that only those residing in Long Benalih 
objected to the construction of the logging track. The Government representatives 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

said they believe that the main motive for the Blockade is to profit from a ‘levy’ that 
the Long Benalih Community has illegally imposed on transportation of diesel to the 
interior. 

The Penan of Long Benalih, meanwhile, expressed fears that allowing the construction 
of the logging track would lead to further diminution and destruction of their ancestral 
land. They maintained that they have rights to the land and are of the opinion that 
their historical and contemporary customs should be legally recognised by the law. 
They also insisted that they were not adequately consulted over the logging track and 
related activities. As their numerous appeals to the Government have been ignored, 
they resorted to building the Blockade as a manifestation of their desire to engage 
the authorities in discussion over attempts to defend what they believe to be their 
NCR land. 

The Community contended that the Blockade had nothing to do with profiteering from 
fuel transportation. It further highlighted other issues that were subsequently confirmed 
via SUHAKAM’s field observations – that the villagers have limited access to adequate 
housing, healthcare services, education and basic amenities like electricity supply 
as well as clean and safe drinking water. 

SUHAKAM’S RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the deliberations and dialogue sessions with parties concerned, as well as 
on the findings of a field visit to the site of the Blockade, SUHAKAM makes the following 
recommendations: 

1. As a long-term approach, SUHAKAM calls on the State Government to address 
the issue of Penan claims to NCR land within the licensed area. There should be 
political will to review the situation and make the necessary amendments to 
the State Land Code so that the legitimate rights of the Penan Community are 
incorporated. Such a review should take cognizance of the Penan concept 
of land and forest stewardship, as well as their past nomadic pattern of life. 

2. Steps should be taken immediately to address the Blockade Issue. Efforts should 
be continued to get the parties to continue negotiations to resolve the impasse 
and to examine the Community’s underlying concerns. Ways should be sought 
to strengthen the on-going mediation process between the logging Company, 
Government agencies and the Communities concerned. External, influential 
and acceptable mediators should be sought out to facilitate this effort. 

3. As an intermediate approach, it is recommended that sufficient land 
be allocated to affected Penan families, taking into consideration their 
dependency on forest produce for food, medicine and other basic 
necessities. 

4. SUHAKAM is of the opinion that logging activities carried out in compliance 
with the MC&I guidelines of the MTCC would have minimal impact on the 
environment. Thus, there is no reason why extraction of logs by the licensee 
cannot co-exist with the interests of local Communities. NGOs and the 
Government agencies must work together to protect the rights of the Penan. 
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5. In terms of the economic and social development of the Penan Community, 
it is recommended that the existing affirmative action policy be reviewed 
and improved upon. Additionally, there is need for reactivation of the 
State Cabinet Committee for Penan Affairs. Furthermore, the Government 
has to ensure that poverty eradication programmes as outlined in the Ninth 
Malaysia Plan reach this marginalised group. The provision of much-needed 
infrastructure like roads and supply of water and electricity should be prioritised, 
alongside access to healthcare and education facilities. There is a need for 
training programmes to be tailored to the Community’s needs, so that its 
members can cope with change. The programmes should build economic 
capacity based on their traditional knowledge, and overcome their current 
lack of expertise. To ensure all economic and social development programmes 
are effective, sufficient funds must be made available, while Federal and State 
agencies should co-ordinate their efforts. 

CONCLUSION 

The series of blockades erected by the Penan has triggered national and international 
concern that the Community is being dispossessed of native customary land. The 
Blockade, reflects the Community’s dire need to be heard. Despite efforts by numerous 
organisations and continuous recommendations to the Government, the Community 
seems nowhere near to achieving its perceived rights to ancestral land, or to economic 
and social development. Urgent steps have to be taken to ensure that State laws 
do not deprive the Penan of inherent rights without adequate compensation and 
alternative resettlement areas. 

While emphasis is given to the need to respect and protect the rights of the Penan, 
SUHAKAM acknowledges the concurrent need for social and mindset change within 
the Community. This is to ensure that its members enjoy socio-economic parity to 
mainstream society. The Penan Community in the Sela’an Linau FMU must also respect 
that the State has the right to sustainable utilisation of forest resources and development 
within the area. Still, it is the State’s duty to ensure that such activities do not further 
compromise an already marginalised Community. 

There is, thus, a need for the Government to balance the country’s economic 
development and exploitation of resources with the promotion and protection of 
basic human rights of its citizens, especially, those as vulnerable as the Penan. 
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SUHAKAM’S REPORT



SUHAKAM’S REPORT 

1. THE PENAN BENALIH BLOCKADE ISSUE

I. INTRODUCTION 

On 13 February 2007, the Human Rights Commission of Malaysia (SUHAKAM) received 
a letter1 from the District and Resident Office, Miri Division (‘Resident Office’) in 
Sarawak. It sought SUHAKAM’s advice on addressing the issue of the Penan Blockade 
(‘the Blockade’) in Long Benalih, Baram. 

According to the Resident Office, the Blockade was set up by a group of Penan from 
Long Benalih (also known as the Penan Ba’ Benalih or Penan Benalih) to prevent the 
construction of a logging road into the area. However, this has also affected easier 
delivery of Government assistance and services to 287 local families residing in 
Hulu Sungai Akah, Baram. 

Preliminary research by SUHAKAM found that such blockades have long been 
highlighted by the local and international media. The Penan have reportedly 
resorted to such action to prevent logging activities which, they feel, would lead to 
encroachment into ancestral land, destruction of the forest which is their main source 
of food, and pollution of the environment. 

II. SUHAKAM’S FACT-FINDING ACTIVITY 

SUHAKAM found it necessary to conduct a fact-finding activity through meetings 
with the relevant Government agencies, Communities affected, the logging 
Company (Samling Plywood (BARAMAS) Sdn Bhd) and other parties familiar with the 
Penan Benalih Blockade Issue. This was to obtain clarification. 

Initial discussions with these parties necessitated a visit to the affected area. Hence, 
SUHAKAM organised a field visit to Long Benalih during which it took the opportunity to 
observe the socio-economic conditions of the Penan Community and others affected 
by logging activities and the Blockade.2 

1 The Letter from the District and Resident Office, Miri Division dated 12 February 2007 is attached as Annexure 1 in Part 3 of 
SUHAKAM’s Report on the Penan Benalih Blockade Issue. 

2 Report on SUHAKAM’s meetings and field visit are in Part 2 of SUHAKAM’s Report on the Penan Benalih Blockade Issue. 
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Summary of the Meetings 

Date Time Activity Location 

14 March 2007 9.30am-1.00pm 

2.30pm-5.00pm 

Meeting with Government 
agencies 
Meeting with affected Penan 
and NGO Representatives 

Miri, Sarawak 

Miri, Sarawak 

26 March 2007 2.30pm-5.00pm Meeting with Malaysian Timber 
Certification Council (MTCC) 

Kuala Lumpur 

4 May 2007 7.00am-11.00pm Field visit to the Blockade in 
Long Benalih; Dialogue with 
Penan Community in 
Kampung Ba Data Bila 

Baram, 
Sarawak 

During the meeting with affected Penan and NGO representatives on 14 March 2007, the Penan 

representatives from Long Benalih handed their submission to SUHAKAM. 

Objectives 

The objectives of SUHAKAM’s fact-finding activity were to: 

a. Respond to the letter from the Resident Office, Miri Division; 
b. Ascertain the Government’s concerns as a result of the Blockade; 
c. Ascertain the concerns of the Penan over the plan to construct the logging 

road; 
d. Ascertain the effects of the Penan Blockade and logging activities on 

Communities residing in the affected area; and 
e. Make recommendations to the Government to address the issues faced by 

both its agencies and local Communities. 
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Methodology 

Parallel to the objectives, the following methodologies were used: 

a. Meetings with affected members of the Penan Community and representatives 
of Government agencies, the logging Company and NGOs; 

b. Field visit to the Blockade area at Long Benalih and a dialogue session with 
the Penan Community at the Kampung Ba Data Bila longhouse in Baram; and 

c. Literature review on written materials and secondary data. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE LOCATION 

The Sela’an Suling PFE and Sela’an Linau FMU 

The State Government issued a licence in 1998 to the logging Company. The licensed area 
is known as the Sela’an Suling Permanent Forest Estate (PFE), which the State Government 
gazetted on 1 December 2000.3 The licence covers 100,650ha. There are 11 Penan villages, 
including the Penan Benalih village, and 2 Kelabit villages within this area. 

The Sela’an Suling PFE is divided into two timber licences identified as T0412A and 
T0412B. The area licensed under T0412A covers 55,949ha, was awarded certification on 
18 October 2004 by the Malaysian Timber Certification Council (MTCC) to be managed 
under the Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) concept.4 This area is identified as 
the Sela’an Linau Forest Management Unit (FMU). Map 1 shows the location of the 
Sela’an Suling PFE and the Sela’an Linau FMU 

LOCATION AND DIVISION OF T0412A AND T0412B 

Sela’an Linau FMU 

MAP 1 

3 The letter from the Forest Department of Sarawak, Malaysia is attached as annexure 2. 
4 Under the SFM criteria, not all trees are cleared. To maintain sustainability, the criteria specify the types and size of trees that can 

be felled. 
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The Penan Benalih Blockade 

The Resident Office proposed the construction of a ring road around Mount Murud. 
This road would be within the Sela’an Linau FMU and its construction would provide 
access to 13 villages in the interior of Sungai Akah. The construction of the road would 
be carried out by the logging company. 

However, the point where the proposed logging road would start in Long Benalih was 
then blocked by a structure built by the Penan Community living there. The Blockade 
was set up to prevent the construction of the road and the start of logging activities – 
the Community claimed that such activities had encroached into their ancestral land 
in the past and would now result in further encroachment. Map 2 shows the location 
of the proposed access road and the Blockade. 

According to the Resident Office, the first of the blockades was erected in 2004 by the 
Penan Benalih. Following this, the Resident Office organised a series of dialogues with the 
Community. The outcome led to the dismantling of the Blockade on 2 November 2006. 

LOCATION OF THE PROPOSED ACCESS ROAD AND BLOCKADE 

MAP 2
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However, the Penan Benalih rebuilt the structure on 6 November 2006. The Resident 
Office said it was strengthened on 10 November 2006. 

Although the authorities took action by dismantling the Blockade on 28 December 2006, 
the Penan put up a new one on 2 January 2007. 

According to the Penan, the structure was again dismantled on 7 February 2007. They 
re-erected it on 13 March 2007, but unknown persons torched it on 4 April 2007. 

The picture shows a group of Penan from Long Benalih re-erecting the Blockade, 

which reconstruction started on 13 March 2007. 

IV. THE PENAN AND THEIR RESISTANCE TO LOGGING ACTIVITIES 

There are more than 405 ethnic groups5A in Sarawak including the Penan, who are 
known for their nomadic way of life. However, a majority of them have given up this 
lifestyle and have adopted a settled way of life since the late 1950s and early 1960s.6 

They now live in small settlements, usually comprising longhouses. 

The Penan can be portrayed as simple, gentle, shy and warm-hearted people. They 
live in harmony with nature, with the forest being a significant place for them as it 
provides food, shelter and medicine, among other basic necessities.7 

In the early 1960s, large-scale logging activities began in Sarawak.8 The Penan viewed 
this as a threat since they rely heavily on forest resources. In addition, they feared that 
logging activities would result in encroachment into their ancestral land. 

5 See Sarawak Government official portal at http://www.sarawak.gov.my 
5A According to the schedule under Section 3 of the Interpretation Ordinance (Cap. 1 1958 Ed.), ethnic groups, and the admixture 

of them with one another, are considered to be indigenous groups in Sarawak; they include Bukitan, Bisayah, Dusun, Dayak 
(Laut/Darat), Kadayan, Kelabit, Kayan, Kenyah (including Sabup and Sipeng), Kajang (including Sekapan, Kejaman, Lahanan, 
Punan, Tanjong, Kanowit), Lugat, Lisum, Melayu, Melanau, Murut, Penan, Sian, Tagal, Tabun, dan Ukit. 

6 Source: Sarawak State Planning Unit (refer to Penan in Ulu Belaga Report) 
7 http://www.american.edu/TED/penan.htm 
8 By the end of 1986, 2.8 million ha of forest had been cleared in Malaysia, much of it on Penan land (for further information, refer 

to http://borneoproject.org/) 
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After the Government ignored their numerous appeals9 in 1987, the Penan resorted to 
setting up blockades as a sign of protest against the logging activities. A number of 
them were arrested for this. 

In October 1987, the Penan, Kayan and Kelabit Communities constructed their first 
barriers, shutting down roads at over 20 sites in the Baram and Limbang River districts. 
About 2,500 Penan took part in the eight-month long protests. 

On 25 November 1987, the Forest Ordinance (Cap. 126) was amended to make it an 
offence under Section 90B for any person to erect blockades across any logging road or to 
obstruct any Police or Forestry official seeking to dismantle such structures. Upon conviction, 
the offence carries a mandatory jail sentence of two years and fine of RM6,000. 10 

In the 1990s, the Penan of Long Sayan erected blockades on a logging road constructed 
by Rimbunan Hijau Sdn Bhd. 

Twenty Penan groups joined forces in 2000 to construct three new blockades on 
logging roads constructed near several of their settlements, including those in 
Long Kevok, Long Nen in Layun, Tutoh and Long Lunyim in Pelutan. 

Those living in the upper Linau River area, in Belaga District, built a Blockade to protest 
logging activities carried out by Shin Yang Sdn Bhd. 

The Penan in Long Benalih, in particular, then began blocking logging tracks near their 
villages from 1993.11 

V. ISSUES 

Based on SUHAKAM’s meetings and field visit, the issues confronting the Penan and 
the Government became apparent. 

Claims of Native Customary Rights (NCR) land 

The Penan maintained their right to ancestral land which was acquired through the 
Community’s traditional stewardship and ownership of land. 

However, since this method of land ownership is not recognised by the Sarawak Land 
Code 1958, the Penan have no legal right to make any claims. 

They have lodged several appeals to the Government to gazette their ancestral land 
as a Penan reserve, but have had no success. 

9 Refer to Canberra Times, 10 March 2007 as Annexure 6. 
10 Since the imposition of this legislation, many tribal people have been arrested and imprisoned. 
11 However, the Resident Office informed SUHAKAM in a letter (attached as Annexure 1) that the first blockade was erected by the 

Penan in 2004 to prevent the construction of logging roads. 
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Alleged motive for, and impact of, the Blockade 

The most recent Blockade erected by the Penan Benalih was as a result of numerous 
ignored appeals to the Government to protect their right to land, as an indigenous12 

community of Malaysia. Their fear of losing ancestral land to logging companies and 
of the destruction of forests as their primary food source has often been discounted. 

Expressing their resistance to logging activities via blockades, however, has also 
impeded Government efforts to enhance provision of services and assistance to local 
Communities in the interior of Sungai Akah. This not only includes 11 Penan villages, but 
also 2 Kelabit villages. 

Development projects for the Penan 

Although representatives of Government agencies said they have made efforts to 
bring development to the Penan, the Community claimed that it had only limited 
access – if at all – to adequate housing, health care, education and basic amenities 
like supply of electricity and clean and safe drinking water. 

Other Issues 

Consultation 

While the Government and the MTCC have made efforts to consult the Penan in order 
to resolve land claims and the Blockade Issue, the Community emphasised that there 
has been no action on the part of the Government to protect their rights to land 
despite their status as an indigenous people. 

Alleged profiteering from diesel transportation 

The Community was accused of taking advantage of diesel transportation to the 
interior of Sungai Akah. It was alleged that the main motivation for the Blockade was 
to gain profit from diesel transportation. Vehicles carrying fuel are allegedly stopped at 
the Blockade area by the Penan and are not permitted to pass until a ‘levy’ is paid. 

However, the Penan denied that this was their main motivation and stressed that the 
Blockade was erected to protect their ancestral land. 

Alleged NGO influence on erection of the Blockade 

There were claims that the decision to erect the Blockade had been influenced and 
supported by NGOs. The Penan refuted this, saying that they had made the decision 
to build the Blockade in order to protect their rights. 

12 According to the schedule under Section 3 of the Interpretation Ordinance (Cap. 1 1958 Ed.), ethnic groups, and the admixture 
of them with one another, are considered to be Indigenous groups in Sarawak include Bukitan, Bisayah, Dusun, Dayak (Laut/ 
Darat), Kadayan, Kelabit, Kayan, Kenyah (including Sabup and Sipeng), Kajang ( including Sekapan, Kejaman, Lahanan, Punan, 
Tanjong, Kanowit), Lugat, Lisum, Melayu, Melanau, Murut, Penan, Sian, Tagal, Tabun, dan Ukit. 
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Objection to construction of logging road 

There were contradicting claims between the Penan and the Government agencies 
over objections to construction of the logging road. 

While the agencies said only the Penan residing in Long Benalih objected to the plan, 
the Penan claimed that only the 2 Kelabit villages had agreed while everyone from 
the 11 Penan villages objected. 
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2. SUHAKAM’S OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUHAKAM’S OBSERVATIONS 

SUHAKAM’s observations are the result of dialogues and meetings with the elected 
State Legislative member for Ba’ Kelalan, leaders of the affected Penan villages, 
representatives of the logging Company, the Resident Office, related Government 
agencies including the Sarawak Forestry Department, Sarawak Forestry Corporation, 
the Police force, MTCC, Conflict Mediation Project and concerned NGOs. Direct 
observations were made during visits to the Blockade site and the nearby Penan 
settlement in Kampung Ba Data Bila. Background materials were obtained from 
available literature relating to the Penan population in the area. 

SUHAKAM’s dialogue with the affected Penan communities at the Kampung Ba Data Bila on 4 May 2007. 

Native Customary Rights Land 

The main concern of the Penan relate to their ‘unrecognised’ claims over ancestral 
land. The claims are based on the fact that their forefathers had foraged for centuries 
within the area. Within its nomadic pattern of life, the Community had developed 
a unique system of claims of stewardship or custody to specific forest products as 
well as foraging areas for their specific nomadic groups. To the Penan, the ancestral 
foraging forests belong to them. It is only after the late 1960s that groups of Penan 
have adopted a semi-settled or settled way of life. 
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The Penan within the Sela’an Linau area, including those in Long Benalih, still rely heavily 
on the forest for food and other daily necessities. This almost complete dependence on 
the forests has led to an intense attachment to the natural habitat. This has also meant 
that, unlike other indigenous groups in Sarawak, they have not developed any form of 
settled agriculture or even shifting cultivation. Hence, the establishment of customary 
land rights within the ambit of the Sarawak Land Code has had a tremendous impact 
on their land claims. 

Despite being acknowledged as having roamed as nomads and subsequently 
semi-settled, then settled for the last 40-50 years in villages or longhouses, they have 
legal difficulties in establishing native customary rights (NCR) to land. Section 2, Part II, 
of the Sarawak Land Code 1958 states: 

The methods by which native customary rights may be acquired are: 

(a) the felling of virgin jungle and the occupation of the land thereby cleared; 
(b) the planting of land with fruit trees; 
(c) the occupation or cultivation of land; 
(d) the use of land for a burial ground or shrine; 
(e) the use of land of any class for rights of way. 

This Section was in the Land Code (Amendment) Bill 2000, passed by the State Assembly 
on 9 May 2000.13 Before the amendment, the Section had an additional provision 
[Section 5(2)(f)] which included ‘any other lawful method’ as a way to establish claim 
to land. This provision was previously used constantly to argue for the Penan claim to 
land.14 The deletion of Section 5(2)(f) has nullified their adat system. It tacitly denies the 
indigenous groups rights to exercise their culture which includes traditional claims over 
territorial domain (pemakai menua) and communal forest (pulau galau, in Iban), or 
tana’ pengurip (Penan) that denotes forest areas for hunting and gathering, or jelajah 
asal (Kayan-Kenyah). 

This action can be considered a step backwards. Many former British colonies, such 
as Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Africa have made significant progress in 
restoring customary rights of the indigenous peoples to their ancestral land.15 

More significantly, NCR have been given due recognition in Malaysia, as in the case 
of Adong bin Kuwau & Ors v The Government of Johore (1997); Nor Ak Nyawai 7 Ors 
v Borneo Pulp Plantation Sdn Bhd & Ors (2001); and The Selangor State Government & 
Ors v Sagong Tasi & Ors (2005). 

In the case of Nor Ak Nyawai 7 Ors v Borneo Pulp Plantation Sdn Bhd & Ors, the High 
Court made a landmark decision. It ruled that the NCR claimed by the indigenous 
Communities in Sarawak do not owe their existence to any Orders or legislation, but 
were in existence long before and have survived all Land Orders and legislation.16 

13 Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 43, No. 1, June 2005 
14 To the indigenous peoples, Section 5(2)(f) is crucial to their customary rights because it incorporated and codified their cultural 

practices in the Sarawak Land Code, and therefore these practices are legal in their opinion. Customary law is an integral part 
of their institutions of inheritance, and therefore, it is lawful to practise such a culture. 

15 Research on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Malaysia: Land Rights of the Orang Asli in Peninsular Malaysia 
16 However, SUHAKAM notes that the case has been brought to the Court of Appeal in 2005 as the case Superintendent of Lands & 

Surveys, Bintulu v. Nor Anak Nyawai & Ors and another Appeal. The case is pending appeal. 
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The Penan Benalih Blockade 

It should be noted that the Penan Benalih Blockade is not an isolated issue. For many 
years, the Penan have been taking their grievances to the authorities. There have 
been several other blockades set up by other local Communities in Sarawak, including 
the Iban, in their attempt to protect ancestral land from logging activities.17 

Similarly, the series of blockades erected by the Penan of Long Benalih represents a cry 
for attention to the State authorities and parties therein to look into their predicament. 
To them it is a call for further negotiations and is aimed purely at protecting their 
‘ancestral’ land from logging activities. 

SUHAKAM’s field visit to the Blockade area in Long Benalih on 4 May 2007. 

While SUHAKAM recognises that there is legal restriction to blockades, the State has the 
responsibility to provide avenues for the Penan to highlight their grievances especially 
on issues pertaining to their ancestral land.18 

Due to the Sarawak Land Code 1958, the Penan have been left without legal rights 
to their traditional territories, despite the fact that they have practised their tanah 
pengurip custom long before the Land Code came into existence. Timber licences 

17 On 20/4/2007, Berita Harian reported that the Penan from interior of Baram built five blockades to prevent the logging activities. 
These blockades were set up at Long Sayan and Long Kevok near Sungai Apoh, Long Lutin (Sungai Patah), Long Kevok (Sungai 
Sayun), Tutoh and Ba’Bevan (Sungai Si’ang). On 30 April 2007, Malaysiakini reported that a blockade was being built in Sri Aman 
by a group of Iban from Kampung Abok and Kampung Aping. All these blockades were erected to protect ancestral land 
against encroachment by logging companies. 

18 After the series of blockades in the 1980s, the Forest Ordinance (Cap. 126) was amended to make it an offence under Section 
90B for any person to erect blockades across any logging road or in obstructing any Police or Forestry official seeking to dismantle 
the blockade. Upon conviction, the offence carries a mandatory jail sentence of two years and a fine of RM6,000. 
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issued by the State Government seldom, if ever, take into account the Penan claims 
to NCR land. The issuance of those licences has created additional obstacles to the 
Community’s claims. 

After numerous unsuccessful appeals to the State Government to recognise their 
customary land rights as an indigenous community, as well as to ensure that their 
traditional environment is protected against destruction, the Penan of Long Benalih 
erected a series of blockades despite Section 90B of the Forest Ordinance. The site at 
Kampung Ba Data Bila was chosen to stop the construction of a logging track by the 
timber concessionaire and to prevent its access to the concession area. 

SUHAKAM was informed by MTCC that the logging track would be built taking 
into consideration the needs of the local Communities, as well as to facilitate the 
Government in delivering assistance and services to the area. SUHAKAM was also 
made to understand that the logging activities would only commence after obtaining 
consent from local Communities.19 However, some of the Penan still have reservations 
about the construction of the road as they feel that it would further jeopardise their 
access to land rights, as well as have a negative impact on the environment as has 
happened in the past. 

Community engagement prior to issuance of logging licence 

The State Government gazetted the Sela’an Suling area on 1 December 2000 as 
a protected PFE in accordance with the relevant administrative procedures. The 
remote location and difficult terrain coupled with the nomadic lifestyle of the Penan 
Community would have made the consultation exercise difficult. There are concerns 
about the inclusiveness and accuracy of background data on Penan habitation within 
the area being gazetted. 

As part of the State drive to exploit the forest resources, the area was leased out to 
the logging Company in 1998. In an effort to penetrate the European market, the 
concessionaire applied for Forest Management Certification from MTCC. The process 
of certification included consultations with all relevant parties including the Penan 
groups involved in the Blockade. 

This certification was duly accorded in 2001 subject to the logging Company complying 
with several Corrective Action Requests (CAR) that were identified. One of these was 
in relation to the social impact on local Communities. There were indeed consultations 
with leaders and members of the Penan Community including those leaders who met 
with SUHAKAM during its investigation. 

The Penan insisted that they were not adequately consulted and that the Blockade 
was a peaceful means for them to get the State authorities and their agents to sit 
down and engage them further. SUHAKAM’s dialogues with the State agencies as well 
as with the MTCC indicated that there had indeed been efforts to engage the local 
Community prior to certification of the FMU. 

19 See slide 41 of MTCC Presentation to SUHAKAM in Annexure 4. 
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Issues on development for local Communities 

• Delivery of Government-related assistance and services 

SUHAKAM was made to understand that the Government had approached the 
logging Company to construct roads that would provide better access to the villages. 
The roads could facilitate transport into the area and could subsequently be upgraded 
by the Government, once logging activities have ceased. 

The main concern of the Resident Office, therefore, was that the Blockade erected by 
the Penan of Long Benalih would impede efforts to improve the delivery of Government-
related services and assistance to the 11 Penan and 2 Kelabit villages in the interior 
of Sungai Akah. Currently, Government officials have to use jungle tracks and river 
transportation to carry out such delivery. 

The Penan Community, however, felt that the Government – not the logging Company 
– should bear the burden of constructing the access road to these villages. Its argument 
is that a logging road would only facilitate further encroachment into their perceived 
customary land areas, degradation of the environment and dwindling of game and 
forest products. This would affect their traditional food sources. 

The site visit to Kampung Ba Data Bila revealed that there was no active logging within 
the vicinity of the Blockade site as yet. The river is relatively unpolluted. SUHAKAM was 
informed during a briefing by the MTCC that logging activities carried out within the 
FMU under MC&I guidelines would have minimal impact on the environment. 

SUHAKAM is of the opinion that, if there is monitoring and compliance with stringent 
standards, there is no reason why extraction of logs by the licensee cannot co-exist 
with the interests of the Penan Community. It must be pointed out that traditional 
logging and clearing of primary forests for timber and/or oil palm estates – as has 
been observed in other areas in Upper Belaga – do indeed impact negatively on 
the environment and the livelihood of the local Communities if no alternative land is 
allotted to them. 

• Issue of poverty and the need for infrastructure and basic facilities 

To date, the Penan in the affected area remain among the most highly-marginalised 
groups in Malaysia. Their socio-economic status has not changed much from previous 
years. Limited access to education, health care and other basic amenities have 
increased their vulnerability to human rights violations. 

During SUHAKAM’s visit to the Penan village in Kampung Ba Data Bila, it was both 
observed and gathered through dialogues with Community leaders, that the Penan 
villagers live in abject poverty. Access to the area is via a logging track. Other 
infrastructure and basic facilities are conspicuous by their absence; the villagers do 
not have access to clean piped water, toilet facilities, electricity supply, or to a school. 
The majority do not possess official documents. 

There is no visible form of any meaningful agricultural activity by the Community. It was 
even more worrying to hear a young member of the Penan delegation commenting 
about difficulty in planting vegetables or keeping livestock at home, let alone 
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SUHAKAM’s visit to the Penan longhouse in Kampung Ba Data Bila found that the communities live in abject poverty. 

being involved in basic agricultural and livestock-rearing activities. Clearly, both the 
Community and relevant State agencies need to put a tremendous amount of work 
into improving the situation. 

SUHAKAM’s previous visits the Penan villages located in Long Singu and Long Jaik, in 
Ulu Belaga, Sarawak, also determined that the villagers had limited or no access to 
basic amenities and facilities.20 

Whenever the plight of the Penan has been highlighted by concerned groups and 
individuals, the authorities have had a tendency to label the Community and the 
concerned groups as being against development.21 The Penan, when asked, have 
responded that they are in need of services and assistance for development and 
would welcome any help from the Government. There is obviously a dire need for 
better and more positive engagement of the parties concerned. 

SUHAKAM’S RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the dialogue sessions, briefings and findings from the visit to the Blockade site 
and the Penan longhouse in Kampung Ba Data Bila, SUHAKAM makes the following 
recommendations. 

Amendment to the Sarawak Land Code 1958 

Land ownership is an empowering tool for any rural community. It is even more pertinent 
to the Penan because of their intricate and close relationship with the land. 

20 SUHAKAM organised a visit to Long Singu and Long Jaik, Ulu Belaga on 18 September 2006. This was following complaints to 
SUHAKAM by the Headmen of two Penan Longhouses pertaining to the encroachment into their ancestral land by a logging 
company. The outcomes of the dialogues and visits in Ulu Belaga are found in SUHAKAM’s Report on the Penan in Ulu Belaga: 
Right to Land and Socio-Economic Development. The Report was published in June 2007. 

21 The Penan are emphatic that they are not against development, as they are no longer nomads and have settled based on the 
Government’s wishes. Their children even go to school in Long Lelang. 
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Hence, to address the issue of the Penan claims to NCR within the licensed area, 
there should be political will to review the situation and make relevant amendments 
to the State Land Code in order to legally recognise the customary rights of the 
Community.22 

Additionally, Ordinances governing land, forest and environment protection 
must ensure the continuing protection and promotion of the rights of the Penan 
Community. 

SUHAKAM further recommends that the State Government should initiate an in-depth 
study into areas of human rights in the context of the Sarawak Land Code and related 
Ordinances and administrative directives. Such reviews should take cognizance of the 
Penan concept of land and forest stewardship as well as their past nomadic pattern 
of life. 

Given the complexity of land issues in Sarawak, this recommendation can become an 
approach to a long-term solution. In the intervening period, steps should be taken to 
address the Blockade Issue. The Government has to ascertain the reasons that have 
prompted the Penan to erect the barricade. At the same time, steps have to be taken 
by the Government to ensure that the Penan are not dispossessed of their native land. 
In this light, the following recommendations are pertinent. 

• Allocation of land for the Penan 

The Government should take steps to allocate adequate titled land for each of the 
current families residing in the area. The Penan Community should ensure that such 
land is utilised for agriculture and other economic activities. In addition, Penan access 
to surrounding forest areas and products should be maintained. This is to provide the 
Community with a bridging source for food, medicinal products as well as timber for 
personal use. Guidelines governing such access should be developed to prevent 
exploitation by unscrupulous parties. Communal forest areas for all the surrounding 
villages or each longhouse or village should be gazetted.23 

• Construction of access road 

SUHAKAM recommends that the construction of the access road should continue 
in an effort to improve transportation and delivery of services. This would enable 
the provision of services that meet basic needs and which are fundamental to the 
Community’s human rights. The road should be upgraded and maintained from time 
to time to facilitate use by the Community. This would encourage trust among the 
Penan in the Government‘s efforts.24 

22 The same recommendation was made by SUHAKAM in its Report on the Penan in Ulu Belaga: Right to Land and Socio-Economic 
Development. 

23 SUHAKAM made the same recommendation in its Report, Hak Masyarakat Asli Sarawak (June 2002). The recommendation was 
based on the High Court and Appeal Court decisions in the case of Adong bin Kuwau & Ors v Kerajaan Negeri Johor & Anor 
(1997) 1 MLJ 118, which stated that: 
… the aboriginal people’s rights over land include the right to move freely about their land, without any form of disturbance or 
interference and also to live from the produce of the land itself…. 

24 During SUHAKAM’s meeting with the Penan representatives on 14 March 2007, they expressed the need for a road to enhance 
accessibility. But they want this to be taken up by Government agencies, such as the Department of Public Works rather than the 
logging Company. During the field visit to Long Benalih, the Penan insisted that they are against construction of the road, but that 
this must be done by the Government. 
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• Continued and intensified consultations and negotiations 

Efforts should be continued and intensified to get involved parties to carry on 
negotiations to resolve the Blockade Issue and to look into the Community’s underlying 
concerns that have led to the current situation. 

Ways should be sought to strengthen the on-going mediation process between the 
logging company, Government agencies and Communities concerned. External, 
influential and acceptable mediators should be sought out to facilitate this effort. 

The mediators need to have access to the State policy makers. If needs be, independent 
international organisations like the United Nations Human Rights Council, through its 
Indigenous Peoples Working Group, could be roped in. 

• Fully implement SFM based on the MC&I 2002 criteria 

Exploitation of the forest resources must be done in accordance with the guidelines of 
the Malaysian Criteria and Indicators (MC&I) 2002 for Forest Management Certification. 
The MC&I 2002 contains numerous principles and standards that also cover the legal 
and customary rights of local Communities and address situations where there could 
be possible disputes over land. There must be compliance with both minor and major 
CARs to ensure sustainability of forest products, which are integral to the socio-cultural 
identity of the local Communities. The welfare of the Penan Community residing within 
the area must be made a top priority. Monitoring activities by the relevant parties must 
be in place to allay apprehension among the Penan. This would help minimise the 
social and environmental impact of logging and plantation activities. 

• NGO role and responsibilities 

NGOs and Government agencies should complement each other’s work for the benefit 
of the Penan, as this would bring about positive outcomes. At the same time, the 
State should take the initiative to correct misconceptions among NGOs, both foreign 
and local, that exploitation of permanent forest resources is environmentally bad or 
necessarily infringes on the rights of the indigenous Communities like the Penan of Long 
Benalih. Such a drive should include concrete tangible measures to address current 
issues. State-backed NGOs like AZAM and SDI could take the lead in this move.25 

Economic and social development for the Penan 

Existing affirmative action plans for the Penan Community and their implementation by 
the State Planning Unit (SPU) should be strengthened. The State Cabinet Committee 
for Penan Affairs needs to be reactivated.26 Additionally, adequate funds must be 
allocated or channelled to the relevant State agencies. 

25 Angkatan Zaman Mansang (AZAM) and Sarawak Development Institute (SDI), two non-governmental organisations whose focus 
is on communication for development, community development and development issues in the State. 

26 The State Cabinet Committee for Penan Affairs was started on August 1987. The Committee was chaired by YB Dato Sri Abang 
Zohari Bin Tun Abg Haji Openg. SUHAKAM notes that the State Planning Unit, Sarawak in its letter to SUHAKAM dated 24 September 
2007 (letter in annexure 5) stated that the State Cabinet Committee for Penan Affairs is still active. They said State Cabinet 
Committee is responsible to develop and implement policies and development programmes for the Penans as well as to assist 
settled penan to adapt to a settled way of life and to cope and achieve development as those enjoyed by the mainstream 
society. However based on SUHAKAM’s observation during its visit to some Penan villages in Long Benalih, Miri in 2007 as well 
as Long Singu and Long Jaik in Belaga, Kapit in 2006, there is no evidence of development in the areas. The villagers had 
inadequate access to basic needs such as nutritious food, healthcare, education, housing, clean and safe drinking water. 
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Federal agencies should be actively involved in areas under their jurisdiction like 
education, rural development, health care and issuance of personal documents. 
The relevant Ministries should ensure that funds are allocated for implementation of 
affirmative action programmes. The provision of much-needed infrastructure like roads 
and water and electricity supply should be prioritised. 

Special funding at both State and Federal levels should be available to facilitate 
development. There should also be smart partnerships with the private sector. Special 
corporate incentives should be considered to encourage wider participation. 

Specially-tailored training programmes should be fast-tracked to help the Community 
to cope with the challenge of change, both at the mindset and physical levels. Mindset 
change must take place among certain groups within the Community. There must be 
genuine effort towards self improvement, and taking small yet important steps like 
acquiring basic farming skills or job skills in the plantation and logging industry. 

Extension projects by Government agencies like the Agricultural Department must 
be strengthened. Poverty eradication programmes covered by the Ninth Malaysia 
Plan must reach this marginalised group. Genuine efforts must be made to provide 
opportunities for the Community to participate in areas where their knowledge is useful 
and applicable. Training should be provided in areas where they lack expertise. 

Service centres should be set up in villages, complete with a school, medical and 
health care facilities and an administrative unit to cater for matters like national 
registration and implementation of various Governmental extension programmes. 
Emphasis must be given to educational facilities among these small, scattered groups. 
Adult education must go hand-in-hand with this. State-backed NGO should take more 
interests in these groups. 
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3. CONCLUSION

The issue of the Penan and their NCR to land has generated concern both at national 
and international levels. Various Government agencies and NGOs continue to urge 
the Government to take immediate steps to empower this vulnerable group and to 
specifically address their right to ancestral land. 

The Penan Community in the Sela’an Linau FMU area has a close socio-cultural 
identification and unique attachment to land and the surrounding forests. Development 
and exploitation of forest resources by the State or their agents have imposed 
constraints on the Penan lifestyle. The Community has faced difficulty in adapting to 
the changing environment. 

SUHAKAM has, in the past, conducted field studies, dialogues and workshops in the 
field of human rights promotion and protection among the Penan Community. The 
relevant recommendations have been made and published as mandated under the 
SUHAKAM Act 1999. 

Despite all these efforts, the Community seems nowhere nearer to achieving their 
perceived rights to their ancestral land. Continuing access to forest resources which 
are integral part of their identity and their livelihood are compromised. The Community 
has difficulty in changing from a hunter-gatherer lifestyle to a settled agro-based one. 
Their history, topography of their settlements, difficult and inaccessible terrain, laws 
governing land ownership and access to previous foraging grounds have collectively 
contributed to their current predicament and disempowerment. The marginalisation 
of groups that reside within a forest concession area being harvested based on FMU 
guidelines is indeed paradoxical. 

SUHAKAM’s dialogues with the Community, relevant State parties and their agents and 
concerned NGOs have unfortunately confirmed the marginalisation of the Penan. 
There is a lack of basic infrastructure like roads, safe water supply, basic sanitation 
facilities, and access to medical and health care. Educational facilities are difficult 
to reach. The Penan lack access to meaningful and gainful economic activities. 
Agriculture extension projects do not appear to have reached them. The majority of 
the population is without official documentation. Urgent steps are needed to address 
the outstanding issues involving the lack of basic infrastructure, amenities and services. 
An effective plan of affirmative action and implementation by the relevant agencies 
is an immediate necessity. 

The construction of the proposed access road by the logging Company is viewed as 
an additional threat to their ancestral land, the environment and means of livelihood. 
The majority of the Penan have refused to see the proposed road as a means to 
bringing in much-needed development, facilities and services. However, any protests 
must stay within the framework of existing laws until such a time as amendments are 
put into place. 

There exists a perception-gap of what the Community interprets as their traditional 
land and what is codified in the existing State Land Code. This makes it difficult to 
conduct meaningful dialogues and engagement. The construction of the blockades 
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within the area, SUHAKAM understands, is the action of a desperate Community that 
is trying to gain attention to their problem. Illegal as the Blockade may be, it must 
also be seen as a channel of communication. Because of the apparent distrust of 
the affected Communities in well-meaning State agencies, there is a need for third-
party mediation. There must be genuine willingness among all parties concerned to 
negotiate and find common ground. 

There is a need for an independent review of the Land Code in terms of protecting the 
human rights of the Penan Community. Their past unique nomadic lifestyle and late 
point of settling down must be taken into account. Other Ordinances which impact 
negatively on the Community’s access to forest products and game also need to be 
reviewed. 

While emphasis is given to the need to respect and protect the rights of the Penan, 
SUHAKAM acknowledges the concurrent need for social and mindset change 
among them. This is to ensure that they enjoy socio-economic parity to mainstream 
society. The Penan Community in the Sela’an Linau FMU area must also accept that 
the State has the right to sustainable utilisation of forest resources and development 
within the area. However, it is also the State’s duty to ensure that such activities do 
not further jeopardise an already marginalised Community. There is thus a need for 
the Government to balance the country’s economic development and exploitation 
of resources with the promotion and protection of basic human rights of its citizens, 
especially, those as vulnerable as the Penan. 
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REPORT ON SUHAKAM’S MEETINGS AND FIELD VISIT 

4. meeTing BeTWeen suhAkAm And RelevAnT goveRnmenT 
AgenCies And The logging ComPAnY 

i. inTRoduCTion 

SUHAKAM organised the Meeting with representatives of relevant Government 
agencies and the logging Company on 14 March 2007. Also present were two 
representatives of the Penan Community. 

objectives 

The objectives of the Meeting were to: 
a)	 Respond	to	a	letter	from	the	District	and	Resident	Office,	Miri	Division;
b)	 Obtain	clarification,	views	and	concerns	from	relevant	Government	agencies	

and the Company in relation to the Penan Benalih Blockade Issue (‘the 
Blockade’). 

The information obtained from the meeting will provide input to SUHAKAM to identify 
its next course of action. 

ii. PRoCeedings of meeTing 

The	 Meeting	 began	 with	 an	 introduction	 by	 the	 Chairperson,	 Datuk	 Dr	 Denison	
Jayasooria,	who	also	presented	an	overview	of	the	objectives	and	SUHAKAM’s	role	in	
the	meeting.	Mr	Nelson	Balang,	the	Ba’	Kelalan	Assemblyman,	then	gave	an	overview	
of	 issues	 relating	 to	erection	of	 the	Blockade	 in	 Long	Benalih,	 Baram,	 Sarawak.	An	
open dialogue session followed. 

discussion session 

The open session allowed participants to explain the need for access roads to interior 
of	Sungai	Akah	in	Baram,	and	to	express	their	views	on	the	Blockade.	A	summary	of	
the discussion follows. 

Road facilitates development efforts 

The	 representative	of	 the	Resident	Office,	Miri	Division,	explained	that	Sungai	Akah,	
which	includes	11	Penan	and	2	Kelabit	villages,	falls	under	the	jurisdiction	of	the	Office.	
Hence,	it	is	responsible	for	ensuring	that	development	reaches	those	Communities.

The interior of Baram is only accessible by air and river. With the construction of logging 
roads,	access	to	villages	in	the	area	is	enhanced.	

The	Resident	Office	was	of	 the	opinion	 that	access	 roads	would	also	 facilitate	 the	
Government in delivering assistance and development to the 287 families residing in 
the	interior	of	Sungai	Akah.	For	instance,	the	roads	would	improve	access	to	schools	
and health clinics. 
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The use of logging roads in the interior of Sarawak for delivery of Government assistance 
and	services	has	proven	to	be	effective.	For	instance,	the	construction	of	a	logging	
road	in	Long	Keluan,	Baram,	has	benefited	the	Communities	residing	in	the	area,	both	
in economic and social terms.  

Claims to Native Customary Land (NCR) 

With	regard	to	NCR	claims	within	the	area	licensed	for	timber	extraction,	a	representative	
of	the	logging	Company,	Samling	Sdn	Bhd,	clarified	that	its	operation	is	in	accordance	
with the timber licence awarded by the Government and Sarawak Land Code 
1958.	 Confirmation	 could	 be	 obtained	 from	 the	 Sarawak	 Forestry	 Department.	 To	
the	Company’s	knowledge,	there	is	no	NCR	title	within	the	area.	Hence,	the	Penan	
Community is in no position to make a claim to NCR Land. 

A	representative	of	the	Sarawak	Forestry	Department	confirmed	this	and	added	that	
no	NCR	Land	was	 identified	 in	 the	area	before	 the	 issuance	of	 the	 timber	 licence.	
Although	there	were	farms	cultivated	by	the	Penan,	these	were	only	established	after	
1958	and	hence,	were	considered	as	non-NCR	Land.	

Additionally,	 the	 representative	said	that	–	based	on	a	survey	the	Department	had	
carried	out	–	no	clear	boundary	or	perimeter	was	 found	on	 the	ground	 that	might	
verify that the land belongs to the local Communities. 

A representative of Samling emphasised that so long as the Company is operating 
under a valid licence issued by the Government and there is no provision stipulating 
the	Company’s	obligation	on	NCR	matters,	 the	Government	would	have	to	be	the	
main entity in dealing with any such issues. 

Assistance to Communities in Sungai Akah 

The	representative	of	the	Resident	Office	said	the	Government	has	formulated	and	
implemented various programmes to promote progress among the Communities 
residing	in	the	interior	of	Baram,	including	those	in	Sungai	Akah.	

He acknowledged the challenges faced by the local Communities when dealing 
with	 rapid	 change.	 Nevertheless,	 he	 said	 the	Government	 tries	 to	 ensure	 that	 the	
Communities,	especially	the	Penan,	are	not	left	behind	in	terms	of	development.	

Given	the	socio-economic	background	of	the	Penan,	the	Government	has	established	
Penan	Service	Centres	to	ensure	that	the	Community	can	easily	access	education,	
healthcare	and	agricultural	facilities	and	services.	However,	it	has	been	found	that	the	
Penan do not fully utilise the service centres. 

A representative of Samling added that the Company has provided further forms of 
assistance	to	the	local	Communities	in	the	interior	of	Baram,	which	already	benefit	from	
the	access	road.	For	instance,	the	Company	has	helped	build	a	Penan	longhouse	in	
Long	Buboi,	and	built	a	mini	hydro-dam	in	Long	Main	and	a	school	in	Long	Jekitan.
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Communities negatively affected by blockade 

The	discussion	turned	to	the	adverse	impact	of	the	Blockade,	in	that	it	has	affected	
effective	and	efficient	delivery	of	Government	assistance	and	services.	

The	 representative	 of	 the	 Resident	 Office	 said	 the	 Blockade	 set	 up	 by	 the	 Penan	
from Long Benalih has not only affected delivery of services to those protesting the 
road	construction,	but	also	those	who	have	not,	 including	members	of	other	ethnic	
Communities residing in the area.1 

Participants	further	emphasised	that,	of	the	287	families	residing	in	the	interior	of	Sungai	
Akah,	only	a	fraction	of	the	Penan	Community	was	against	the	logging	road.	The	rest	
have not opposed it as they are aware that the road could be useful in the delivery 
of	 services.	 In	 this	 regard,	 the	 objection	 of	 some	 of	 the	 Penan	 has	 held	 back	 the	
development of other Communities. 

The	 representative	 of	 the	 Conflict	Mediation	 Project	 (CMP)	 pointed	 out	 that	most	
members of the Long Main and Long Lellang (Kelabit Community) understand the 
approach	and	benefits	of	Sustainable	Forestry	Management	(SFM)	and	therefore	have	
no objection to it. He said that his understanding of the situation is that the objection 
raised by the Penan in Long Benalih was at leadership level and that the members of 
that Community do not share their leader’s stance. 

The	 representative	of	 the	Resident	Office	concurred.	 In	 saying	 that	 the	Community	
in	Long	Benalih	has	an	understanding	of	SFM,	he	also	clarified	that	 it	only	agrees	to	
construction	of	the	access	road,	not	to	logging	activities.		

Logging procedure 

According	to	the	Sarawak	Forestry	Corporation	(SFC),	logging	activities	would	not	clear	
all	trees	in	the	concession	area.	The	SFC	has	specified	the	minimum	diameter	limit	for	
each	species	before	trees	can	be	felled.	For	instance,	the	minimum	acceptable	size	is	
60cm for the Meranti and Cengal species and 45cm for Nyatoh. 

‘Levy’ on transportation of fuel 

The	representative	of	the	Resident	Office	claimed	that	the	Penan	members	responsible	
for erecting the Blockade are taking advantage of this in relation to transportation of 
fuel	and	other	goods	to	the	interior	of	Sungai	Akah.	For	instance,	they	charge	RM10	for	
every gallon of diesel transported from the Blockade in Long Benalih to Long Lellang. 
As	a	result,	the	price	of	diesel	–	at	RM35-40	per	gallon	–	is	more	than	seven	times	that	
charged in Miri (RM5.60 per gallon). 

The representative said he believes that the main motivation behind the Blockade is 
the	profit	gained	from	diesel	transportation	charges.	

The	participant	said	that	in	Sungai	Akah,	the	Penan	are	neighbours	of	the	Kenyah	and	Kelabit	Communities;		in	Apo	Tutoh,	they	
live	side	by	side	with	the	Berawan,	Kayan,	Kelabit	and	Kenyah	Communities;	in	Tinjar,	they	live	adjacent	to	the	Kenyah,	Berawan	
and Iban Communities. 
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Penan Blockade supported by NGOs 

The	representative	of	the	Resident	Office	said	that,	through	dialogues	with	the	Penan	
Community,	 it	 has	 been	 found	 that	 the	 Penan	 responsible	 for	 the	 Blockade	 have	
obtained	 support	 from	 several	 NGOs.	 Further	 investigation	 by	 the	 Resident	 Office	
revealed	that	the	NGOs	 include	Sahabat	Alam	Malaysia,	Borneo	Research	 Institute	
Malaysia,	Sarawak,	Greenpeace,	Global	Witness	(UK),	Bruno	Manser	Fund	(Switzerland),	
Friends	 of	 The	 Earth	 (Netherlands),	 International	 Work	 Group	 for	 Indigenous	 Affairs	
(Denmark),	 Environmental	 Investigation	 Agency	 (UK),	 Robin	Wood	 (Germany)	 and	
Rainforest Foundation (Germany).   

The need for mediation 

The representative of the CMP emphasised the need for an effective mediation 
approach	 to	 take	heed	of	 the	concerns	of	 the	Community	 in	 the	area,	as	well	as	
the Government’s aspiration to ensure development for all. This should be done 
expeditiously since the Penan Benalih Blockade Issue has gone on for too long. 

He	added	that	CMP	is	attempting	to	mediate	the	Blockade	Issue.	However,	this	process	
is still at an early stage. 

iii. ConClusion 

The Meeting concluded with the Chairperson informing participants that information 
gained from this session and another meeting with Penan representatives would be 
examined and placed before the Commission to determine the next course of action. 
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lisT of PARTiCiPAnTs 

suhAkAm Commissioners 
• Datuk Dr Denison Jayasooria (Chairperson) 
• Dr Mohammad Hirman Ritom Abdullah 
• Datuk Hj Khalid bin Hj Ibrahim 

SUHAKAM Officers 
•	 Rafidah	Yahya
• Nurul Hasanah bt Ahamed Hassain Malim 
• Sophian bin Osman 
•	 Syahrir	Rizwan	Yahua

Participants 
•	 YB	Nelson	Balang,	Ba’Kelalan	Assemblyman
•	 Tuan	Ose	Murang,	Resident	of	Miri	Divison
•	 Johin	Anak	Ngayop,	Forestry	Department
•	 Abdullah	bin	Ahmad,	Forestry	Department
•	 Sandum	Anak	Hitam,	Regional	Manager,	Sarawak	Forestry	Corporation
•	 Rudolph	Urang	Mudit,	Area	Manager,	Sarawak	Forestry	Corporation
•	 Thaina	S	Raja,	Samling	Sdn	Bhd
•	 KC	Leng,	Samling	Sdn	Bhd
•	 NS	Yong,	Samling	Sdn	Bhd
•	 Henry	Chan,	Conflict	Mediation	Project	of	Samling	and	Long	Benalih
•	 Lance	Corporal	Arbee	Bang,	Sub-Branch	Detective	of	Miri,	PDRM
•	 Lance	Corporal	Anderson	Rantai,	Sub-Branch	Detective	of	Miri,	PDRM

*Note:	The	Resident	of	Miri	Division	invited	Rocky	Bujang,	a	Penan	Representative	of	
Long	Benalih	who	had	agreed	to	the	construction	of	the	logging	road,	to	attend	the	
Meeting. 
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5. meeTing BeTWeen suhAkAm And RePResenTATives of The 
PenAn CommuniTY And RelevAnT ngos 

i. inTRoduCTion 

The	Meeting	between	SUHAKAM,	Penan	Representatives	and	 the	Borneo	Research	
Institute	of	Malaysia,	Sarawak	(BRIMAS)	was	held	on	14	March	2007,	as	a	follow-up	to	
SUHAKAM’s Meeting with representatives of relevant Government agencies and the 
logging Company. 

objectives 

The objectives were to: 
a)	 Obtain	clarification	from	Penan	representatives	as	to	their	concerns	that	led	

to	the	erection	of	the	Blockade;
b)	 Obtain	 clarification	 from	 Penan	 representatives	 on	 claims	 made	 by	

representatives of Government agencies. 

Similar to the Meeting with representatives of the Government agencies and the 
Company,	 information	 obtained	 from	 this	 Meeting	 would	 enable	 SUHAKAM	 to	
determine its next course of action. 

ii. PRoCeedings of meeTing 

The	Chairperson	 for	 the	session,	Dr	Mohammad	Hirman	Ritom	Abdullah,	welcomed	
participants and briefed them on the objectives as well as SUHAKAM’s role in the 
meeting. 

Before	the	open	discussion	began,	a	Penan	representative	gave	a	presentation	based	
on their earlier submission2 to SUHAKAM. A summary of the submission follows. 

Native Customary Rights (NCR) 

The	Penan	Community	draws	from	its	cultural	traditions	in	determining	land	ownership,	
which covers forest areas and even rivers. 

Once	the	land,	forest	or	river	is	occupied	or	continually	used	by	a	particular	group	or	
panyen,	it	automatically	establishes	a	claim	on	the	area.	The	boundaries	are	identified	
based	on	nearby	rivers,	hills,	valleys	and	even	big	rocks.	Each	group	is	only	permitted	
to utilise or forage in areas within the established boundaries. 

Permanent settlements established by panyen have existed since the time of Rajah 
Brooke and British Administration in Sarawak. The Community has also cultivated padi 
fields	and	vegetable	farms,	which	the	representative	said,	is	evidence	of	their	right	to	
land and NCR titles. 

The	Penan	submission	to	SUHAKAM	is	attached	as	Annexure	3	 in	Part	3	of	SUHAKAM’s	Report	on	the	Penan	Benalih	Blockade	
Issue. 
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No Government records on Penan boundaries 

Although the boundaries established by other indigenous communities in the area 
were	recorded	during	the	British	Rule,	boundaries	established	by	the	Penan	were	not	
registered.	In	light	of	this,	the	Community	has	urged	the	Government	to	document	the	
boundaries to ensure the Penan’s rights to land. 

With	 assistance	 from	 other	 parties,	 the	 Community	 has	 carried	 out	 its	 own	 survey	
to	 document	 the	 location	 of	 boundaries,	 in	 the	 hope	 that	 this	 will	 be	 taken	 into	
consideration	and	officially	confirmed	by	the	Government.

Impact of logging and ‘planted forest’ licences 

Logging	and	tree	planting	activities	have	destroyed	Penan	land	and	forest	areas,	and	
at the same time polluted rivers. This has adversely affected the Community’s quality 
of life. 

Permanent Forest Estate (PFE) 

The	Sela’an	Suling	PFE	gazetted	within	Penan	boundaries	has	dissolved	the	Community’s	
rights to the land. 

Action by the Penan Community 

The Community has reported its dilemma to the Government. It has raised its problems 
during meetings and dialogues with Government representatives and even through 
letters	to	the	Government,	but	has	received	no	response.

The logging Company has not shown the Community any relevant documents from the 
Government	that	indicate	permission	to	log	in	the	area.	As	such,	the	Penan	resorted	to	
erecting the Blockade to impede further encroachment into their ancestral land. 

Community’s appeal to the Government/Company 

The Penan appealed that the Government/Company considers the following: 

•	 That	the	rights	of	Penan	to	ancestral	land	are	respected;
•	 That	 the	Government	conducts	a	 survey	and	officially	 records	Penan	ancestral	

land;
•	 That	the	Government	halts	logging	activities	in	Penan	ancestral	land;
•	 That	the	Sela’an	Suling	PFE	within	Penan	ancestral	land	is	cancelled;
• That the Government ensures the Penans are informed and consulted before any 

form	of	development	 is	 implemented	 in	 their	area	–	 the	Company	 should	also	
make	such	efforts	before	it	commences	logging	activities;	

•	 That	the	Government	respects	the	decisions	of	the	Penan	Community;
•	 That	the	natural	condition	of	the	forest	is	maintained	in	the	affected	areas;
• That the Government considers the use of rivers as the main transportation route 

to deliver services and assistance to the Community. 
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Discussion Session 

The following issues were discussed. 

Blockade set up to protect Penan land 

The	representative	of	Long	Benalih	clarified	that	the	Blockade	was	set	up	to	protect	
Penan ancestral land. He explained that the Blockade was originally set up in Long 
Benalih	and	Long	Pengaran	in	19933 when Samling Sdn Bhd began logging activities. 

Before	the	Blockade	was	erected,	the	villagers	had	discussed	the	plan	and	informed	
the	Company	about	the	Penan	boundaries.	Following	the	discussion,	the	Company	
representative agreed not to log within these boundaries. 

Despite	the	agreement,	 logging	continued	 in	the	Penan	ancestral	 land.	The	Penan	
then	demanded	RM14,000	in	compensation,	but	the	Company	refused	to	pay.

The Penan representative also claimed that the Police had advised the Company to 
halt logging activities in the area.  

Impact of SUHAKAM’s visit in 2001 

A representative of Long Sait said that SUHAKAM’s visit to the area in 2001 had created 
a	positive	outcome.	Following	the	visit,	Samling	had	restricted	its	operations	to	areas	
outside the Penan boundaries. 

However,	in	2007,	the	Company	attempted	to	enter	the	Penan	ancestral	land.	Following	
this,	the	Penan	constructed	a	Blockade	which	was	later	dismantled	by	the	Company.

Government’s claim on ‘levy’ for transportation of fuel 

All Penan representatives at the Meeting maintained that the reason for the Blockade 
was	to	protect	their	ancestral	land,	and	not	to	earn	profit	from	the	transportation	of	
diesel as claimed by the Government.  

Government’s claim on NGO support for the Blockade 

All Penan representatives at the Meeting denied that their decision to set up the 
Blockade	was	supported	or	influenced	by	NGOs.	

Views on development and construction of the access road 

The	representative	of	Long	Kerong	clarified	that	the	Penan	from	Long	Benalih	are	not	
against	development.	Rather,	they	do	not	agree	with	logging	activities	in	the	area.

In	addition,	the	representative	of	Sungai	Tutoh	pointed	out	that	the	Penan	are	a	unique	
Community and said any plans for development should take into consideration their 
culture and way of life. They have refused to accept such land development schemes 
as FELDA as these are incompatible with their way of life. 

3	 However,	SUHAKAM	was	 informed	by	the	Sarawak	Forestry	Department	that	Samling	had	begun	 its	operations	 in	the	area	 in	
1998. 
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He added that the Penan Community recognises the importance of an access road. 
However,	 it	wants	a	Government	agency,	such	as	the	Public	Works	Department,	 to	
undertake	construction,	not	logging	companies.

Nonetheless,	the	Penan	representatives	informed	the	Meeting	that	the	Community	in	
Long Main is agreeable to construction of the logging road. 

Problems arising from construction of the logging road 

The representative of Sungai Tutoh opined that the local Community would face 
various problems if Samling proceeds with the construction of the logging road. 

He cited the experience of his village in 1979 when it allowed Samling to construct a 
logging	road,	after	being	persuaded	to	do	so	by	the	Government	and	other	indigenous	
communities in the area. Among the problems faced were: 

• The logging company was not sensitive to the sanctity of Penan burial sites. 
• The Community lost their water catchment area and crops. 
• The Community was blamed and some of its members even arrested if they tried 

to protect ancestral land in the logging area. 

Provision of basic amenities 

The	Penan	representatives	highlighted	that	basic	amenities	are	insufficient,	even	non-
existent,	in	their	villages.	They	appealed	to	the	Government	to	ensure	that	amenities	
such as electricity supply and clean water supply are made available. 

lisT of PARTiCiPAnTs 

suhAkAm Commissioners 
• Dr Mohammad Hirman Ritom Abdullah (Chairperson) 
• Datuk Dr Denison Jayasooria 
• Datuk Hj Khalid bin Hj Ibrahim 

SUHAKAM Officers 
•	 Rafidah	Yahya
• Nurul Hasanah bt Ahamed Hassain Malim 
• Sophian bin Osman 
•	 Syahrir	Rizwan	Yahua

Participants 
•	 Martin	Bujang,	Penan	Representative	of	Long	Krong
•	 Sound	Bujang,	Penan	Representative	of	Long	Benalih
•	 Ali	Toi,	Penan	Representative	of	Long	Pengaran	Klian
•	 Bilong	Oyau,	Penan	Representative	of	Long	Sait
•	 Hennison	Bujang,	Penan	Representative	of	Long	Benalih
•	 Maister	Lolee,	Penan	Representative	of	Sungai	Tutoh
•	 Hon	Talip,	Penan	Representative	of	Long	Krong
•	 Hellan	Empaing,	BRIMAS
•	 Ryan	Ngau,	BRIMAS
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6. meeTing BeTWeen suhAkAm And 
The mAlAYsiAn TimBeR CeRTifiCATion CounCil (mTCC) 

i. inTRoduCTion 

On	26	March	2007,	SUHAKAM’s	Economic,	Social	and	Cultural	Rights	Working	Group	
(ECOSOC)	 organised	 a	 Meeting	 with	 the	 Malaysian	 Timber	 Certification	 Council	
(MTCC). 

This was after SUHAKAM’s preliminary research found that the Penan Blockade was 
erected	within	the	Sela’an	Linau	Forest	Management	Unit	(FMU),	which	was	certified	
by the MTCC. 

SUHAKAM,	therefore,	found	it	necessary	to	ascertain	the	background	and	criteria	of	
MTCC	certification	with	particular	focus	on	the	activities	of	Samling	Plywood	(BARAMAS)	
Sdn Bhd. 

ii. inTRoduCTion To The selA’An linAu fmu 

The	Sela’an	Linau	FMU,	located	in	Upper	Ulu	Baram	in	Miri	District,	Sarawak,	forms	part	of	
the Sela’an Suling Permanent Forest Estate (PFE). The licence for the PFE was awarded 
to Samling Plywood (BARAMAS) Sdn Bhd (‘the Company’) by the Government in 1998. 
The	licence	is	identified	as	T0412.

The	Sela’an	Suling	PFE,	which	covers	100,650ha,	can	be	divided	into	two	parts	based	
on	the	timber	licences	awarded	–	identified	as	T0412A	and	T0412B.	The	MTCC	certified	
T0412A for Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) on 18 October 2004. This area is 
known as the Sela’an Linau FMU. 

The	Sela’an	Linau	FMU	covers	55,949ha,	comprising	72%	of	Mixed	Hill	Dipterocarp forest 
and	28%	of	Kerangas and Montane Forest. 

Under	the	SFM	criteria,	the	Sela’an	Linau	FMU	is	to	be	developed	in	compliance	with	
the standards set by the MTCC. 

iii. PRoCeedings of meeTing 

ECOSOC Chairperson Datuk Dr Denison Jayasooria welcomed participants. This was 
followed	by	an	introductory	note	by	the	Chairman	of	MTCC,	Dato’	Dr	Freezailah	Che	
Yeom.	 The	meeting	proceeded	with	a	presentation4	by	 the	Chief	Executive	Officer	
of	MTCC,	Mr	Chew	 Lye	 Teng,	which	 outlined	 the	 establishment	 of	 the	MTCC,	 and	
procedures	for	timber	certification,	standard	setting	process,	operation	of	the	MTCC	
Scheme,	new	institutional	arrangement,	and	certification	of	the	Sela’an	Linau	FMU.	An	
open dialogue session followed. 

The	presentation	by	MTCC	is	attached	as	Annexure	4	in	Part	3	of	SUHAKAM’s	Report	on	the	Penan	Benalih	Blockade	Issue.
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dialogue session 

The Meeting discussed the following issues. 

Certification standard 

A participant from MTCC explained that the Council’s standard was drawn up 
after considering laws policies and regulations set out by the Federal and State 
Government. 

With	 regard	 to	 the	Sela’an	Linau	FMU,	 the	participant	 said	 that	 it	 forms	part	of	 the	
Sela’an	Suling	PFE,	which	has	been	gazetted	by	the	State	Government.	Hence,	the	
Company	had	taken	into	consideration	the	Government’s	findings	before	the	gazette,	
in	determining	the	basis	of	certification	of	the	FMU.	Therefore,	if	the	Government	found	
that	 there	was	no	NCR	claim	within	 the	Sela’an	Suling	PFE	before	 the	gazette,	 the	
same information was used by MTCC to make its decision. 

The participant stressed that MTCC has no authority to question the State Government’s 
decision	to	gazette	the	PFE.	He	clarified	that	so	long	as	the	applicant	for	MTCC	certification,	
in	this	case	Samling	Plywood,	meets	the	stipulated	criteria,	MTCC	is	authorised	to	decide	
on the application. 

MTCC certification not a threat to the Penan 

The participants at the Meeting felt that the Penan Benalih Blockade Issue has arisen 
because	of	the	logging	operation,	which	the	Community	perceives	as	a	threat	to	their	
survival,	well	being	and	livelihood.	

Nonetheless,	the	participants	believe	that	the	Penan	do	not	see	operations	under	the	
MTCC	certification	as	a	threat,	since	its	process	of	activities	is	transparent.	A	participant	
highlighted that MTCC welcomes any inquiry of its process by anyone. 

For	 instance,	Chief	Bilong	Oyau	of	Long	Sait	had	requested	a	briefing	by	MTCC	on	
matters	relating	to	SFM	certification	and	its	impact	on	the	Penan	Community.	MTCC	
then	 invited	 representatives	 from	 seven	 villages	 –	 Long	 Kepang,	 Long	Main,	 Long	
Lellang,	 Long	 Benalih,	 Long	 Sepigen,	 Long	 Sait	 and	 Long	 Kerong	 –	 through	 radio	
announcements,	posters	and	brochures.

Despite	these	efforts	to	inform	and	encourage	representatives	to	attend	the	briefing,	
only	a	handful	showed	up.	Upon	 looking	 into	this,	 the	MTCC	found	out	that	several	
factors	were	involved	–	some	did	not	have	a	radio	or	batteries	for	their	radio,	while	
there is illiteracy among the Penan. 

Improvement of MTCC standard 

A	participant	 said	 that	MTCC	 is	 concerned	about	 issues	 linked	 to	 the	 survival,	well	
being and livelihood of the Penan. These issues have been taken into consideration by 
MTCC since the beginning of its operation in the Sela’an Linau FMU. 

Recognising	the	consequences	of	logging	activities	on	human	life,	MTCC	had	made	
improvements to the Malaysian Criteria and Indicators for Forest Management 
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Certification	2002	 [MC&I	 (2002)]	 to	 take	 into	account	 the	 social	 impact	of	 logging	
activities. The aspect of Community relations and workers’ rights has been included in 
the	MC&I	(2002)	–	its	requirements	stipulate,	among	others,	that:
-	 Forest	managers	should	evaluate	through	consultations,	the	social	impact	of	forest	

operations	directly	affecting	Communities;	and
-	 The	people	and	groups	directly	affected	by	 the	 forest	operations	 should	have	

access to information on the results of the social impact evaluations. 

Forest managers are also required to prepare records of meetings with the Communities 
as	well	as	a	social	baseline	study	report,	similar	to	an	aspect	assessed	in	the	Environmental	
Impact Assessment Report. 

A	participant	pointed	out	that	the	Sela’an	Linau	FMU	operates	under	the	MC&I	(2001)	
criteria.	However,	MTCC	said	 it	would	make	sure	that	 the	environmental	and	social	
aspects	 –	 for	 instance	 the	 livelihood	 of	 the	 Penan	 –	 are	 protected.	 For	 instance,	
MTCC	will	monitor	the	logging	Company	to	ensure	that	areas	of	interest	to	the	Penan,	
such	as	preservation	of	water	catchment	areas,	are	excluded	from	development.	In	
addition,	trees	unsuitable	for	logging	such	as	the	Tualang species would be marked 
and	therefore	not	felled.	Hence,	the	impact	on	the	Community	can	be	minimised.	

A	participant	said	the	activities	under	MTCC	certification	have	enhanced	the	breeding	
of	wild	animals,	namely	the	wild	boar.	He	explained	that	since	logging	is	carried	out	
with	a	phased	approach,	it	creates	suitable	areas	for	wild	boars	to	breed.	This,	in	turn,	
has increased access to game (a food source) for the Penans. 

Corrective Action Request (CAR) 

A	participant	explained	that	before	Certification	was	done,	an	independent	assessor	
–	in	the	case	of	Sela’an	Linau	FMU,	the	Sirim	Quality	Assurance	System	–	was	required	
to assess whether management of the proposed FMU by the Company complied with 
the	MC&I	(2001).	

With	regard	to	the	Sela’an	Linau	FMU,	seven	areas	of	non-compliance	were	found,	five	
of which were minor elements. The independent assessor then informed the Company 
that	 the	areas	needed	corrective	action.	Certification	was	awarded	only	after	 the	
two	major	sources	of	non-compliance	were	resolved.	

One	of	the	minor	CARs	was	related	to	the	Penan	Benalih	Blockade	Issue.	Nonetheless,	
certification	was	given	since	this	was	only	a	minor	factor.	

Surveillance visits 

After	 certification,	 the	 independent	 assessor	 followed	 up	 with	 surveillance	 visits	 to	
ascertain progress on minor CARs. 

During	the	visits,	consultations	were	held	with	the	local	Communities	within	and	on	the	
periphery of the FMU to hear their concerns in relation to the logging activities. 

With	regard	to	the	Sela’an	Linau	FMU,	a	surveillance	visit	on	14	December	2005	found	
that three minor CARs had been met. The Penan Benalih Blockade Issue remained 
one of the two minor unresolved elements. 
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While	these	minor	CARs	did	not	preclude	certification,	a	requirement	was	imposed	to	
take appropriate action before the next surveillance visit. 

Establishment of the SFM Liaison Committee 

Recognising	 the	 continuance	 of	 the	 Penan	 Benalih	 Blockade	 Issue,	 the	 Sarawak	
Forestry Corporation (SFC) established the SFM Liaison Committee (‘the Committee’) 
with MTCC as an observer. 

A participant from MTCC said this opportunity was used to highlight related issues 
including	 the	 Blockade,	 observations	 and	 recommendations	 of	 the	 independent	
assessor	and	outcomes	of	the	surveillance	visits,	at	a	meeting	of	the	Committee.	

The	participant	added	that	after	the	issues	were	highlighted,	the	Committee	expanded	
its	membership	to	include	representatives	of	the	affected	Community,	not	only	those	
living	within	the	FMU	but	also	those	on	the	periphery,	as	they	were	stakeholders	too.	

Encouraging compliance with MC&I (2002) 

Although	Samling	Plywood	operates	 the	Sela’an	Linau	FMU	under	 the	MC&I	 (2001)	
criteria,	MTCC	has	strongly	encouraged	the	Company	to	comply	with	the	upgraded	
MC&I	(2002)	standard.	

A	participant	clarified	 that	 this	 is	 being	encouraged	because	MTCC	 feels	 that	 the	
MC&I	(2002)	–	a	reviewed	version	of	the	MC&I	(2001)	–	has	a	more	holistic	approach	as	
it	includes	additional	social	aspects,	namely	the	effects	of	logging	on	Communities.

Divisional Forestry Committee 

A participant said the Divisional Forestry Committee was established to serve as a 
forum to deliberate matters related to development plans and availability of funds for 
the Penan Community living in and around the FMU. Among the issues that have been 
discussed	are	piped	water,	construction	of	longhouses,	clinics	as	previously	promised	
by	the	Government,	and	a	new	church.	
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7. suhAkAm’s field visiT And diAlogue 
WiTh The PenAn CommuniTY 

i. inTRoduCTion 

On	4	May	2007,	SUHAKAM	conducted	a	field	visit	to	the	Blockade	area	and	held	a	
dialogue session with the affected Penan Community at the Kampung Ba Data Bila 
longhouse in Sg Sela’an. The dialogue was attended by the residents of Penan Benalih 
as well as representatives of other Penan Communities facing similar problems. 

objectives 

Among the objectives of the visit and dialogue were to: 
a)		 Obtain	a	physical	perspective	of	the	Blockade	and	the	surrounding	areas;
b)		 Obtain	 further	 clarification	 and	 views	 directly	 from	 the	 affected	 Penan	

Community	on	 the	motives	of	mounting	 the	Blockade,	and	their	opinion	of	
the Government’s role in addressing the issue. 

ii. diAlogue AT kAmPung BA dATA BilA 

The dialogue began with a welcome by Mr Maister5 who served as the translator. The 
Chairperson,	Dr	Mohammad	Hirman	Ritom	Abdullah,	introduced	SUHAKAM’s	delegation.	
This	was	followed	by	an	introduction	by	a	briefing	by	Tan	Sri	Datuk	Seri	Panglima	Simon	
Sipaun on the objective of SUHAKAM’s visit to Long Benalih. An open dialogue session 
followed,	during	which	the	Penan	raised	several	issues	linked	to	the	Blockade.

Loss of claim over ancestral land 

The Penan felt that both the Government and the logging Company have failed 
to respect their rights to land that have been established through their traditional 
stewardship and ownership practices. Chief Pada Jutang from Long Pakan said the 
Sarawak provincial Government did not recognised Penan rights to native customary 
land	on	the	basis	that	the	Penan	–	who	had	been	forced	into	settlements	in	the	1960s	
–	had	previously	roamed	the	forests	and	therefore	did	not	“use”	the	land.	Chief	Wan	
Supeh from Long Latih corroborated this. 

Penan	 representatives,	 however,	 claimed	 that	 they	 had	 inhabited	 the	 forest	 land	
around	them	before	other	native	peoples	had	arrived.	For	 them,	the	 land	provides	
the means to survival. 

Cultivation activities 

Mr Maister informed SUHAKAM that the Penan are not accustomed to farming. This is 
because;	the	Community	does	not	survive	or	depend	on	farming	activities.		According	
to	him,	 farming	 involves	a	 long	process	 to	produce	yields,	which	would	 require	 the	
Penan	to	wait	 for	a	certain	period	to	get	 food.	Furthermore,	most	of	 the	Penan	do	
not	know	how	to	farm	or	how	to	maintain	a	farm.	Therefore,	it	is	difficult	for	them	to	
practise farming. 

5 Mr Maister is a Penan from Long Lelang. 
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Impact of logging activities on the environment and livelihood 

Concerns were raised at the dialogue regarding these issues. Since the Penan 
Community	relies	heavily	on	forest	produce	for	their	food	supply,	the	logging	activities	
could adversely impact their means of survival and livelihood. It was claimed that 
the	logging	activities	have	turned	rivers	into	muddy	streams	and	destroyed	the	forest,	
hence polluting the environment and reducing food sources. 

Motive behind the Blockade 

According	to	Mr	Henneson	Bujang,	a	representative	of	Long	Benalih,	the	Penan	built	
their	first	Blockade	in	the	1980s,	when	the	authorities	and	the	logging	Company	ignored	
their	problems.	Each	time	a	Blockade	has	since	been	built,	the	Government	has	only	
been	interested,	it	was	alleged,	in	seeing	it	dismantled	in	order	to	allow	the	logging	
Company to continue with its activities. 

The claim was corroborated by Chief Saun Bujang of Long Benalih. He said the Blockade 
is	the	Community’s	way	of	demanding	the	Company’s	attention	to	their	problems,	as	
these are otherwise ignored. 

SUHAKAM	was	further	 informed	that	the	Penan	built	a	Blockade	on	2	January	2007,	
but	that	the	authorities	dismantled	it.	Another	Blockade	was	put	up,	as	well	as	a	house	
as	a	meeting	place,	as	neither	the	authorities	nor	the	logging	Company	have	listened	
to	their	concerns.	On	4	April	2007,	the	authorities	dismantled	the	Blockade	again.	The	
Penan	claimed	it	was	done	without	their	knowledge	and	consent,	and	that	they	were	
very disappointed with this.6 

The Penan pointed out that the Blockade represents a peaceful way for them to 
protest and is the last resort in trying to protect their traditional territories. Erecting a 
Blockade does not mean that they oppose the Government or development. They 
refuted allegations that NGOs were behind their actions or had instigated them to set 
up the Blockade. 

According	to	the	Penan,	 the	Blockade	 is	necessary	and	they	are	merely	exercising	
their rights to their land. They claimed that the majority of their Community supports 
the action and opposes logging activities in their area. They said the Community 
will continue with the Blockade until their problems are resolved and they receive 
assurances from higher authorities. 

No prior consultation 

The Penan expressed dissatisfaction that the Company had not carried out prior 
consultation with the heads of their village. They claimed that the access road was built 
to	facilitate	logging	activities,	thus	destroying	the	forest	and	affecting	the	livelihood	
of the Penan. They also claimed that Samling has shown no respect for Penan cultural 
practices and beliefs. 

One source (a driver) thinks that it was done by the Land and Survey Department. 
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Police interference 

SUHAKAM was also informed about the present of policemen7 at the camp near the 
Blockade area. This has created unease among the Penan who claimed that they 
have no intention of causing harm. 

SUHAKAM was also informed by the Penan that Samling and the authorities had used 
the Police to issue threats. They claimed that the Police warned the Penan to accept 
Samling’s offers or compensation or they would be arrested. 

A representative of Long Benalih claimed that arrests of the Penan have been common 
since the logging activities began on their land. He claimed that he had been arrested 
and detained for 15 days. 

Penan boundaries 

During	 the	dialogue,	SUHAKAM	was	 informed	that	 the	Penan	of	Long	Benalih	were	
aware	of	the	boundaries	of	their	land.	When	the	Penan	took	the	issue	to	Samling,	the	
Company	demanded	approval	from	the	Government.	However,	the	Government	has	
not	recognised	the	boundaries,	although	the	Penan	had	sent	a	letter	on	this	matter	in	
1988. 

Source of income 

SUHAKAM was told that there are factories near the Penan village. According to the 
Penan,	the	majority	of	 the	factory	workers	are	 Indonesians.	Only	a	few	Penan	work	
in the factories. This is because the Community depends on jungle produce for their 
survival,	rather	than	income	from	factory	jobs.		

National development 

The	Penan	clarified	that	they	have	never	opposed	development	of	the	country.	They	
stated their willingness to learn the process of farming and other activities such as 
animal husbandry. They expressed hope that the Government would guide them and 
provide related training. 

iii. ConClusion 

The	field	visit	and	the	dialogue	have	provided	SUHAKAM	with	better	understanding	of	
the Penan Benalih Blockade Issue. SUHAKAM will come up with recommendations to 
address the issue. 

During	the	field	visit	to	the	Blockade	area,	SUHAKAM	found	that	a	Police	camp	had	been	set	up	near	the	area.
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